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Abstract 
We propose a set of tests addressing the issue of determining 
whet.her the generating law of a time series is a stochastic process 
or a chaotic dynamics. In the latter case, we test the smoothness and 
fine\ the number of clegrees of freedom of the underlying dynamics. \Ve 
propose an adaptation of Eckmann and Ruelle algorithm for the com-
putation of the Liapunov exponents of a time series. This algorithm 
computes efficiently the whole Liapunov spectrum of the observed dy-
namics, avoiding the problem of the spurious exponents. 
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1 Introduction. 
Eckmann and Rnelle devised an algorithm (E.R.A. for the seque!) to compute 
the Liapunov spectrum of the tangent map of a dynamical system (see [6)). 
This algorithm also works, via the time-delay methocl, for time series recorded 
from an observat.ion of a smooth dynamical system. Taken's theorem guar-
antees (see [15]) that if the dynamics is defined in a smooth d-dimensional 
snbmanifokl of IR», and the embedding dimension mis higher than 2d, then 
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the series of m-histories is contained in ad-dimensional submanifold of IRm. 
llforeover, Mera and ivlorán proved in [11] that if d is known, then it is pos-
sible to adapt E.R.A. to compute the complete Liapunov spectrum of the 
tangent map, avoiding the issue of the spurious exponents. 
E.R.A. can process any time series, but the output of E.R.A. can be re-
garded as the asymptotic exponential rates of convergence or divergence of 
orbits with nearby initial conditions only when the time series is a smooth 
observation of an orbit of a smooth dynamical system. In consequence, the 
compntation of the Liapunov spectrum of the tangent map of an observed 
dynamics should be preceded by two steps: a test for computing the dimen-
sion d of the snbmanifold, if any, where the original dynamics is defined, and 
a test of the smootlmess of the forward shift of the m-histories. 
\Ve propose in section 2 an algoritlun for the estimation of the dimension 
of the embedded submanifold. The algorithm is based on the analysis of the 
principal components of the distribution of the data points in small balls in 
the space of m-histories. If, for increasing values of m, the estimate of the 
dimension of the embedded submanifold becomes stabilized to a value D, 
this will be om estimate of the dimension d of the snbmanifold where the 
original dynamics is defined. If the algorithm always gives m as output then 
two alternative hypotheses are possible: either the series is generated by a 
stochastic law, or it is a projection of a higher dimensional dynamics in a 
lower dimensional space. In both cases the hypothesis of low dimensional 
chaos can be rejected and it does not make sense to compute the Liapnnov 
spectnun of the tangent map wit.h E.R.A. \Ve give empirical evidence on 
the efficiency of this algoritlun for the detection of stochastic noise, and for 
the estimation of the munber d of degrees of freedom of a smooth dynam-
ics on a d-dimensional submanifold whose Liapnnov dimension A (see [5]) 
is larger than d - 1 wi th A - d + 1 not too small. \Ve also show that, for 
large enongh time series, it is also possible, in principie, to detect hidden 
dimensions, linked to strongly negative Liapunov exponents, though the re-
qnired length of the time series might render useless this method in most 
practica! cases. However, even for short time series, the algorithm always 
provide a lower and an upper bonnd for the dimension d. Using the valnes 
D in between these bounds as estimates of the dimension, and studying the 
behaviour of the smoothness test, and the estimates of the Liapunov expo-
nents using these valnes D, we can achieve the estimation of the dimension 
d of the snbmanifold even for short time series. 
In section 3 we describe an algorithm to check the smootlmess of the 
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forward shift of the m-histories. The algoritlun is based on the analysis of 
the errors made by the best linear fittings to the action of the forward shift 
on small halls in the space of m-histories. It provides an efficient test to 
detect the differentiability of classical dynamical systems, and to reject the 
differentiability of samples of standard stochastic processes, in both cases 
even with not too long time series. \Ve think that this test can provide an 
efficient alternative method to the teclmiques based on the correlation inte-
gral for checking whether the generating law of the time series is a smooth 
dynamical system. 
Finally in section 4 we discuss the practica! issues of the adaptation of 
E.R.A. for the estimation of Liapunov exponents of the tangent map in a 
smooth d-dimensional submanifold. \Ve show t.hat the convergence of this 
algorit.lun is not only a theoretical result. · E.R.A. gives good estimates of 
ali the Liapnnov exponents if the time series is large enough. It also gives 
good estimates of the non negative exponents for not very large time series: 
around 1000 data points for two dimensional systems, and 5000 for three 
dimensional systems. 
The Appendix is devoted to the proofs of the theorems giving a theoretical 
snpport to the algorithms proposed in sections 2 and 3. 
2 Esthnation of the dimension of the sub-
n1anifold. 
In this section we undertake the issne of the mnnerical estimation of the 
clegrees of freedom of an observed dynamics. Let { v0 , u1, ... , UN-!} be a se.alar 
time series obtained from a smooth observation of a smooth dynamics in a 
d-dimensional snbmanifold /11 of IR". Let otnl := {x;, i =O, ... , N - m + 1} 
be a m-dimensional embedding of the observations, i.e. 
Takens (see [15]) provee! that if /11 is compact, and m > 2d, then generically 
O~') is contained in ad-dimensional submanifold Jm(/11) of IRm, where Jm is 
an embedding diffeomorphism, and the same conclusion holds in the sense of 
prevalence under additional conditions on the dynamics (see [14]). Since the 
climension of the tangent spaces T x (J m ( /11)) of J m ( /11) at any x E J m ( M) 
is also d, sorne algorit.hms for the estimation of d are based on the use of 
t.he embedded orbit. O~m) to get a re!iable estímate of the dimension of the 
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tangent spaces Tx,(Jm(A1)) for X¡ E o~m). The aJgorithm we propase obtains 
these estimates through the well known principal component analysis, used 
first to this end by Broomhead and King (see [1] and [2]). 
Let N and m be fixed, X¡ E O~), and Jet B(x;, r0) denote the closed ball 
centered at x; and with radius ro. Let V,!,i,t0 be the matrix with files Xj - x;, 
j E N := {j : Xj E otn> n B(x;, r0 )}. If N is Jarge, ro is sufficientJy small, 
and m > 2d then the vectors Xj - X; are approximate tangent vectors to 
the submanifold Jm(A1) at the point X;. Therefore, they must approximateJy 
span ad-dimensional linear subspace, and the significative rank of V,~'.t. must 
be d. The significative rank of V,!,i,t0 coincides (see [7]) with the cardinality 
of the set of eigenvalnes of the matrix X(i) := (V(i) ) 1 V.(i) which are m,ro m,ro m,ro 
significantly non null (for a matrix A we are denoting by A1 the transposed 
matrix of A). The m principal components of the variables are defined as the 
eigenvectors of x~:~,. (see [7]). 
For fixed r, Jet a,~~r,j• j = 1, ... , m be the eigenvalues of X.\:~, arranged in 
a decreasing ordering. 'Ve consider the average normalized eigenvalues, 
1 K-1 . . a(pi). 
VAn · ·- - ...-- \•ar·(p•) '"J1e1·e var·(p•) · ·- m,r,J (1) J.4n,r,J ·- ]( !--t n1,rif' ,, m,r,J .- m (pi) ' 
i=O Í::j::::l a r111r,i 
j = 1, ... , m, and pis the integer part of (N - m + 1)/ K. These average nor-
malized eigenvalnes are averages of the percentages of the overall variability 
of the orbital measnre distribution in small halls explained for each princi-
pal component (see [9]). Thus, we give as estimate Dm of the dimension of 
J111 (AJ) the cardinality of the set of these values which are significantly non 
null. 
\Ve have implemented a FORTRAN code to obtain these estimates. In 
order to get independence of the results from the scale of measnrement, the 
original time series is normalized to the interval [O, l]. The entries of the 
code are the length N of the time series, the maxinmm embedding dimen-
sion 1l1rnax. an initial radius rmax ::; 1 and the value J( considered in (1). 'Ve 
use the efficient search of neighbouring points provided by the box-assisted 
teclmique (see [8]), taking a length rrnax for the side of the boxes. All the 
neighbonring points of a given point in dimension m + 1 stay in the set of 
neighbonring points in dimension m. This fact allows us to reduce the CPU 
time consumed in the search of neighbonring points. If for a given point 
Xp;, dimension m and radius, there is not at least a number max{ 6, 2m} 
of neighbouring points, we discard this point and go on to the next point 
Xp(i+l)> modifying conveniently the averaging weight 1/K in (1). For each m 
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E {2, ... , mmax} and j, 1 ::; j ::; m, we plot in a continuous line ali the points 
(r;, VARm,r,,j) wíth r; = rmox¿~o-Q, i =O, ... , 49 satisfying that for such radius 
r;, the cardinality of discarded points <loes not exceed a 95% of [(, 
\Ve have run the algorithm nsíng time series from the smooth observatíon 
of orbits of the dynamical systems on Table l and also in time series from 
a sample of independent and identically distributed random variables with a 
U niform distribution. 
The results for a scalar time series {u;, i = O, ... , N - 1} from the Ikeda 
syst.em are in Fig.1. The t.ime series is obtained using the observable h(x, y) = 
ln(l + x 2 + y2 ), that is u; = ln(l + xl + yl) where { (x;, Y;), i =O,. . ., 49999} 
are the first 50000 points of an orbit. There appear (see l(a)) three strips. 
The first two ones correspond to the average rates of the variability explained 
respect.ively by the first and second principal components, and the last strip 
corresponds to the average rates of the variability explained by the remaining 
principal components. The first t.wo ones account almost ali the variability 
of the data, respectively around a 67% and a 32%, so that the estímate Dm 
of the dimension of Jm(III) must be at least two for any m 2: 2. In l(b) we 
give an enlarged pictnre for the third principal component, which shows that 
VAR,n,r,3, m 2: 3 t.end steadily to zero when r tends to zero, so that Dm = 2 
for any m 2: 2. Tlms the estímate of d we give is D = 2. 
Fig. 2 corresponds to a scalar time series from a sample of 50000 points 
of a Uniform distribution in [O, 1]. For m = 2 the last principal component 
accounts a significative rate of the variability, so that the estímate of the 
dimension of J2(f\1) is D2 = 2. This happens also for m = 3 so that the 
estímate of the dimension of J3(Af) is D3 = 3, and so on, reflecting the 
st.ochasticity of the process which generates the time series. Notice that 
a fast scarcity of neighbouring points for increasing values of m serves as 
indication that the data are not in a d-dimensional submanifold of IRm for 
d << m. For instance, in Fig. 2 t.he curves for m E {G, ... , 10} do not appear 
dne to a scarcity of points, and the curves for m = 5 are Jimited to the biggest 
valnes of the radins. 
The procedure of taking a big initial radius Tmax allows us to get an 
estímate of the dimension of f\1 for shorter time series. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 3 where the dimension analysis is made for a time series of the Henon 
system using the observable h(x, y) = x2 + y2 , a length N = 5000 and 
Tmax = 0.2. From the study of 3(a) we conclnde that Dm 2: 2, for m 2: 2, 
and since the average rates of the variability explained by the third principal 
component tend to zero when r tends to zero (see 3(b) ), we give D = 2 as 
estímate of the dimension of the manifold where the original dynamics is 
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defined. 
2.1 Hidden dimensions. 
In this section we present the case when one or more degrees of freedom 
of a smooth dynamics are hidden due to the existence of strongly negative 
exponents which causes that the data points at small scales of observation 
appear as stretched along the linear span of the spatial directions correspond-
ing to the unstable local manifold. This occurs for instance in the Lorenz 
and Riissler dynamics which are three dimensional dynamics wi th dimension 
of µ close to two. From a numerical point of view, this produces a near zero 
percentage of the overall variability explained by the third principal compo-
nent rendering difficnlt to obtain a clear indication of the existence of the 
third dimension from the observed time series. 
\Ve illnstrate this fact using the Lorenz dynamics (see Fig. 4). The results 
nsing a vectorial time series from an orbit of this system are shown in 4(a). 
This analysis has been made through a more simplified Fortran code that 
uses a vectorial time series instead of working with m-histories of a scalar 
time series for increasing valnes of m. The average normalized eigenvalues 
are denoted in this case by VAR,.,j, j = 1, 2, 3. The average proportion of the 
variability explained by the third principal component is very small, around 
a 2%. This causes difficnlties to analyze from a scalar time series whether 
this variability remains positive. The resnlts for a time series from the second 
coordinate of an orbit of the Lorenz system are shown in 4(b). There appear 
three strips around the approximate valnes 0.65, 0.32 and 0.03, corresponding 
to the average proportion of the overall variabi!ity explained respectively by 
the first, seconcl, ancl remaincler principal components. Since the average 
rates of the overall variability accountecl by the seconcl principal component 
are arouncl a 33%, we can state Lhat the dimension of the submanifold mnst 
be at least two. An enlargecl picture of the average rates of the variability 
acconntecl by the third principal component can be seen in 4( c). Since they 
remain positive, the estimates Dm of the dimensions of Jm (111) mnst satisfy 
Dm 2 3 for any m 2 3. However although the average rates of the variability 
accmmted by the third principal component are positive, they are very small, 
and the rates acconnted by the fourth one are smaller. Tlms we need to know 
when these rates are snfficiently small as to provide an npper bonnd for the 
climensions of Jm (!11). 
In Theorem 1 of the Appendix we give a theoretical snpport to the fol-
lowing test: if AJ is a d-dimensional snbmanifold, then for m > 2d 
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In ( I:'?' 1 1 VAR,,, ·) LNVAR., (!) := J= + ,r,, >¡>O {=} d < l (2) 
n,r 111 r -
for any J( E IN, a snfficiently Jarge N, and a small r. 
If N is not Jarge, the scale of radii where there are avai!able data is too 
small as to detect a clear slope in the graphs (In r, In I:j!,1+1 VAR.n,r,j ). Thus, 
this test is usefnl only for large time series. Let j' be the index satisfying 
that VAR,,,,r,j• > O and VAR.n,r,;•+1 ,._, O for any small r, From (2) it follows 
that d ;::: j' which is the criterion we have used at the begimúng of this sec-
tion. In order to get an upper bound for the dimension we take l 2'. j', plot 
the points (lnr,lnI:j=l+l VAR.n,r,¡) for a wide range of small radii r, and we 
consider the slope a1 of snch curve as estimate of the fraction in (2). Thus, 
a1 > O implies d S l. Observe that this test provides a criterion to decide 
if the rate of convergence towards zero of the qnantity VAR.n,r,; is enough 
strong as to decide that d S j - l. 
\Ve have designed a Fortran code for performing this test. The imple-
mentation seeks a compromise between the following reqnirements: 
a) the accuracy in the estimates of VAR.,n,r,j j = 1, ... , m, which is achieved if 
the nnmber Nmin of neighbouring points in the balls of radius r is sufficiently 
large as to ensure that there are data points in the stable local manifold, and 
b) a snfficient large range of radii where the cnrves (In r, In EJ=i+i VAR.n,r,¡) 
l 2'. j' show a well defined slopes. The smallness of the radii is required 
to gnarantee that the embedded submanifold in halls of such radii admits a 
goocl approximation by the tangent space. 
In order to obt.ain the averages VAR.,n,r,¡, j = 1, , .. ,mover the same points 
for ali the raclii r, we select from the set of J( points in (1) those with the 
property of having at least Nmin neighbouring points in the ball of radias 
rmin for ali the dimensions m S mmax· The set of radii where we compute (2) 
is R := {ri = 1'min + (100 - j)"m•10~m'•, j =O, ... , 100}, where Tmin 1 Tmax and 
Nmin are entry parameters that must be chosen to guarantee a) and b). 
\Ve illnstrate this test with a time series from the Lorenz dynamics. From 
the dimension algorithm we know that Dm ;::: 3 for m ;:::: 3. In arder to 
get a wide scale of radii we increase the length of the time series to N = 
2000000 data points. \Ve take m E {7, ... , 10} and plot in Fig. 4(d) the 
points (h1r¡ 1 lnI:j';,4 VAR.n,r,,i) for r; E R, where the parameter Tm1n is fixed 
at a valne which gives at least a 12% of J( as selected points. The estimate 
of the slope of such curves is positive so that Dm S 3 for m E {7, ... , 10} 
and therefore Dm S 3 for m S 10. This gives an estímate D = 3 for the 
dimension of 111. 
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An analogous study for the Rossler dynamics is shown in Fig. 5. We 
have taken an orbit of this system and we have plotted the average rate of 
the variability explained by the three principal components in 5(a). As in the 
Lorenz dynamics the variability explained by the third principal component 
is very small, around a 0.47%, making very difficult to estimate the dimension 
d from an observed time series of this dynamics. Fig. 5(b) shows the average 
rates of the overall variability explained by each principal component in ali 
the embedding dimensions in between 2 and 10, and we present an enlarged 
picture of the average rate of the variability explained by the third principal 
component for all the embedding dimensions in between 3 and 10 in 5(c). The 
study of theses figures give Dm ::'.'. 3 for ali m ::'.'. 3, and since the slopes (see 
5(d)) of the curves (lnr;,lnI:f=4 VARm,r,,j) for r; E R and m E {7,8,9, 10} 
are positive, we get an estimate D = 3 for the dimension of A1. 
Notice that, as in the Lorenz case, for m ::'.'. 7 the slopes of the curves 
(In r;, In I:j~4 VARm,r,,j) for r; E R are greater than two. In Theorem 1 of 
Appendix it can be seen that this is the expected behaviour of a 0 2 dynamics. 
This algorithm can also be used for shorter time series, but in this case it 
only provides an upper and a lower bound for the dimension. The results for 
a time series of 5000 data points from the second coordinate of an orbit of 
the Lorenz system are shown in Fig. 6. From 6(a) and 6(b) we conclude that 
D ::'.'. 3 and from 6(c) we get D ::; 4. In estimating LNV ARm,r(3), the curves 
(ln r;, In I:j~3 VARm,r,,i) do not show a clear positive slope, so we only can 
state that DE {3, 4}. 
\Ve will see later how to use the smoothness test, and the estimates of 
the Liapunov exponents giYen by E.R.A. in order to confirm the estimate of 
the dimension of the submanifold where a dynamics with hidden dimensions 
takes place. 
3 Testing s1noothness. 
E.R.A. replaces the tangent maps at the points of the m-embedded orbit by 
the linear fits which best describes the action of the forward shift in small 
balls centered at these points. The test we propose is based on the study of 
the goodness of such linear fits for decreasing values of the radii of the halls, 
and it might also be useful as a previous test for forecasting algorithms based 
on linear fits, and for noise reduction. 
Let d be the dimension of A1, and Jet o1m) be an m-dimensional embedded 
orbit with m > 2d. Let x; E o1ml, Jet r be a small radius and N := {j : 
Xj E O~':') nB(x¡, r)}. Since o};'l e Jm(l\1), where Jm(A1) is ad-dimensional 
submanifold of IRm, the vectors Xj-X;, j EN, cannot span IRm. In fact, the 
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tangent map for the embedded dynamics at X; is defined on Tx,(Jm(J\1)). Let 
T; be an estimate of Tx, (Jm(J\1)), j EN, Jet PT, (x¡ -x;) be the orthogonal 
projection of the vector x1 - X¡ onto T;. V.fe give as estimate of the tangent 
map at x; the linear map SN,r,i which best describes how the evolution law 
takes the vectors P'T, (x¡ - x;) to the vectors PT,+i (x¡+i - X;+i), for j E N. 
That is, SN,r,i is the linear map which minimizes, in the set C(IRd) of linear 
maps S: IRd-+ IRd, the mean square error 
lEN,r,;(S) := #lN ¿::; (IPT,+i (x¡+i - X;+i) - SPT, (x¡ - x;),2) 2 , (3) JEN 
where #N denotes the cardinality of the set N. 
\Ve take as estima te of T x, ( Jm ( J\f)) t.he d-dimensional linear subspace 
T; which best fit.s the data, in the sense that it minimizes the sum of the 
Enclidean distances between the vectors x¡ - X; and T;, for j E Q, where 
Q is the set of indexes j corresponding to the NT data points Xj in otn) 
closest to x;, and NT is a fixed yaJne with NT > > d. It is known (see [4]) 
that T; is the linear snbspace spanned by the d eigenvectors corresponding 
to the d largest eigenvalues of the matrix x<1> := ( V(i)) t V(i) where V(i) is 
the (NT x m) matrix whose files are the coordinates of the points x¡ - X¡, 
j E Q. 
Let G; be the orthonormal basis of T; given by the eigenvectors of x<i>, 
and Jet B; be the d x m matrix whose files are the coordinates of the vectors 
of G; expressed in the canonical basis of IR m. Then, B; is the matrix of the 
orthogonal projection PT, : IR"'-+ T; expressed with respect to the canonical 
basis of the original space IR"' and with respect to the orthonormal basis G; 
of t.he image space T;. Therefore, the matrix of the linear map S N,r,i expressed 
with respect to t.he orthonormal basis G; and G;H is the d x d matrix which 
minimizes the expression 
lEN,r,;(S) := #lN I::(IB1+1(x¡+1 -x;+1) - SB;(x¡ -x;)j2)2. (4) 
JEN 
The test we propase is based on the quantity 
1 K-1 
RN,r := J( I:: [EN,r,i(SN,r,i)] 112 , (5) 
t=O 
which gives the average of the mean error made by the linear maps SN,r,i 
along the first J( points of the orbit. In Theorem 2 of Appendix it is proved 
that under suitable conditions 
R l. . f ¡· In RN r > Ó := lllllll llll 1 ' -
r!O N~oo 11 r 
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holds, where ó < 1 for a Holder dynamics, ó = 1 for a continuonsly differen-
tiable dynamics, and ó = 1 + E for a ci+e dynamics. Thus, a slope less than 
1 in the curve (lnr,lnRN,r), gives an evidence of nondifferentiability of the 
observed dynamics. 
At the beginning of this section we have assnmed that d is the dimension of 
111. If d is nnknown, we replace it by the estímate D obtained from the analysis 
of Section 2. Notice that if the dimension algorithm <loes not stabilize at 
a val ne D, and it always gives Dm = m as the estimation of the dimension 
of Jm(111), then either the series is generated by a stochastic law, or it is a 
projection of a higher dimensional dynamics on a lower dimensional space. 
In both cases, the goodness of the best linear fits SN,r,i• i =O, .. ., [( - 1 for 
the forward shift in the space of m-histories for any valne of m is expected 
to be poor. To compute SN,r,i for D = m we do not need to consider the 
projection onto the linear subspace that best fits the data points in small 
balls, so that the matrix of the linear map SN,r,i is the m x m matrix for 
which 
n~n #~ i~ (lxi+l - X¡~¡ - S (xi - x;) 12) 2 (6) 
is attained. This is also the optimization problem which arises when we want 
to get the best linear fit for the action of the forward shift on a vectorial time 
series from an orbit of a dynamical system defined in an open subset of IRm. 
The test we propase also makes sense if o<¡;•> is an orbit of a dynamical 
system defined in a smooth d-dimensional snbmanifold of IR m instead of a 
reconstrnction of a scalar time series. \Ve have designed a Fortran cacle that 
covern this possibility allowing us to contrast the results of the smoothness 
test for orbits of known dynamical systems with those obtained using scalar 
time series from a smooth observation of these orbits. 
For the general case the entries of the code are the length N of the time 
series, the embedding dimension m, the number [( of fits, the dimension 
D where the linear fits are performed, an initial radius Tmax S 1 (as in 
the dimension algorithm, the original series is normalized to [O, 1]), and the 
munber NT > > D of points used for the estimation of the tangent spaces. 
Notice that if for a given radius r the average number of neighbours is near 
D, then RN,r is near zero, bnt this goodness is due only to a scarcity of points. 
For this reason, we only add the tenns lEN,r,;(SN,r,t) in (5) for the points X; 
with at least a nnmber max{2D, D + 4} of indexes in N, and we replace the 
averaging weight 1/ [( by l/(K - Q) where Q is the munber of points which 
do not satisfy this property. 
The calcnlus of RN,r; is made for the radii Tj = 2-~Tmax, j = O, .. ., 48. \Ve 
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plot in a continuous line ali the points (Inri, lnRN,r;), j =O, ... ,48 satisfying 
that for such radii r i the number of discarded points do es not exceed a 50% of 
[(, and take as estímate of R the slope of such curve. The algorithm provides, 
for each radius, the mnnber of discarded points, and also the average number 
of neighbouring points used for the estimation of the best linear fits. This 
allows us to evaluate the accuracy of the results. 
\Ve show the results for a vectorial time series from an orbit of the Lorenz 
system in Fig. 7(a). There appears a straight line with a slope equal to 
two, which reflects the differentiability of the dynamics. The figures 7(b) to 
7 (e) correspond to a scalar time series from this system obtained using the 
observable h(x, y, z) =y. Since this is a three dimensional system, we have 
taken as entry parameters D = 3 and m E {3, ... , 8}. In ali cases the data 
(lnr;, h1RN,r,) agree with a straight line, but for m E {3, ... ,G} (see 7(b)) 
the slopes are respectively around 0.95, 1.25, 1.3 and 1.55 so, they are lower 
than that obtained from the vectorial time series. For m E {7, 8} the slopes 
are respect.ively around 1.8 and 1.9 (see 7(c)). Tlms, for any m > 3 the test 
gives as output valnes which strengthen the differentiability hypothesis. In 
order to illustrate that this method is also valid for short time series, we 
present in 7(d) an analysis analogous to that in 7(c) for a time series of 1000 
data points. Again the results agree with the differentiability hypothesis, 
although the slope of the curves is slightly lower than before. In 7(e) we 
have set m = D = l. The graph shows a line with a zero slope indicating 
the non differentiability of the forward shift due to the fact that the time 
series comes from the projection 011 IR of a higher dimensional dynamics. 
The results for m = 7 and DE {1,2,3,4,5} are shown in 7(!). The slopes 
of the cmves for D E {1, 2} are close to one, and for D E {3, 4, 5} are close 
to two. Tlms, although we can not reject the differentiability hypothesis 
for D E {1, 2}, using that the slopes remain stabilized for D 2'. 3, we must 
confirm the estímate D = 3 for the dimension of AI obtained in Section 2. 
Fig. 8 presents the results using a vectorial time series from an orbit 
of the Henon dynamics (see 8(a)) and the results for a scalar time series 
(see 8(b)) using the observable h(x,y) = x2 +y2 • The results agreewith the 
differentiability, and the slopes take the valne 2 as in the vectorial time series 
case for any m 2'. 4. 
Fig. 9 shows the results for a scalar time series of 5000 points from a 
./V(O, 1) distribution. Since the dimension test gives always D = m as the 
estima te of the dimension of the submanifold containing o};'>, we have taken 
m =DE {1, 2, 3}. In ali cases the test rejects the differentiability hypothesis. 
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4 Adaptation of E.R.A. to the computation 
of the Liapunov exponents in smooth sub-
manifolds. 
Let d be the dimension of 111, and !et m > 2d. The adaptation of E.R.A. 
we propase (see [11]) takes the linear map SN,r,i E .C(IRd) which solves ( 4) 
as estímate of the tangent map at X¡ E O~m), instead of the linear map 
SN,r,i E .C(IRm) which solves (6) as in E.R.A. algorithm, In this case, the 
algorithm provides only d exponents instead of the m exponents given by 
the standard E.R.A, thus avoiding the issue of the detection of the m - d 
spurions exponents. The problem of the detection of the spnrions exponents 
is also considered in [6] and [3]. The main difference between onr method 
and the method considered in these papers is that in estimating the tan-
gent map at x; we project the tangent vectors xi - x;, and Xj+i - X;+i. 
on the d-dimensional linear subspaces f¡ and f¡ +1 close respectively to the 
tangent spaces Tx,(Jm(Af)) and Tx,+i((Jm(A1)), whilst in the qnoted papers 
the tangent vectors at each point of the orbit are projected on the same d-
dimensional linear snbspace V. This has the potential drawback that if sorne 
orthogonal direction to V is el ose to the tangent space Tx, ( !i1) at sorne point 
x; of the orbit, then a non negligible numerical enor can occnr in the esti-
mation of the tangent map at x;. 
Let a)~7~!r,j• j = 1, .. ., d be the Liapunov exponents provided by the al-
gorithm, obtained from an iterative Q R decomposition of the d x d matrix 
SN,r,I<-1 · SN,r,I<-2 · · · SN,r,1 · SN,r,o, and assnme that the Liapnnov exponents 
of the tangent map Aj, j = 1, .. ., d are well defined. Using the resnlts of 
[11 J and nnder the hypotheses of smootlmess and regnlarity of the dynamics 
there explicited, it is easy to derive the convergence of the Liapnnov expo-
nents compnted witli E.R.A. from a time series to the Liapunov exponents 
of the tangent map, i.e. limg-oolimr__,olimN__,00 a)2~;r,J = Aj,j = 1, ... ,d. 
Since in practice d is unknown we replace it by the estímate D obtained 
t.hrongh the dimension algorithm. It is also assnmed that there is not evi-
dence of non-differentiability of the m-reconstrncted dynamics with m > 2D 
( see Section 3). In order to get a higher accuracy in the estimation of Lia-
pnnov exponents, the best linear fit SN,r,i at X¡ is obtained nsing only a fixed 
mnnber NV > D of the points in the ball B(x¡, r), conesponding to the NV 
closest neifbonring points. For the seque! we use the more simplified nota-
tion a}m,D , j = 1, .. ., D for the estimates of the Liapnnov exponents given 
by the algorithm for an m-dimensional reconstrnction of a scalar time series, 
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nsing D as the dimension where the linear fits are performed, and for fixed 
values of the remainder parameters. 
\Ve llave designed a Fortran code for the adapted E.R.A., which allows us 
to treat vectorial time series instead of reconstructions of scalar time series, 
so we can contrast the estimates ªi• j = 1, ... , d of the Liapunov exponents 
obtained from an orbit of a known dynamical system with the estimates 
o:)m,D>, j = 1, ... , D using a scalar time series from the observation of such 
orbit. In the case that the tangent map is known, as in the Ikeda and 
the Henon dynamics, we also have the estímate of the Liapnnov exponents 
given by the QR decomposition of the matrix obtained as the product of the 
tangent maps at the first J( points of the orbit. \Ve denote these estimates 
by >IJ(.j, j = 1, ... ,d. 
The entry parameters of the code are the length of the time series N, 
the embedding dimension m, the dimension D where the fits are performed, 
t.he number NT > > D of neighbouring points used in the estimation of the 
tangent spaces, the number NV of neighbouring points reqnired for each 
fit, and the munber J( of linear fits nsed in the estimation of the Liapunov 
exponents. As gnidelines we do not consider an estímate of the Liapnnov 
exponents as valid nntil we observe that it is stabilized for increasing values 
of J( and N. Other nseful test is to check the ergodicity hypothesis of the 
invariant measure by contrasting that the estimates do not depend on the 
init.ial point at which we begin to compute the best linear fits. 
\Ve show the results for a time series from the Henon system in Table I I, 
for the entry parameters there specified. The resnlts obtained from estimates 
of the tangent maps nsing an orbit of the system appear at the top of the table 
and they are denoted by o:;, i = 1, 2. They are very close to the estimates 
obt.ained using the true tangent maps at the first J( points of the orbit, 
which also appear at the top of the table and are denoted by >..g,;, i = l, 2. 
The resnlts obtained from estimates of the tangent maps usinf a scalar time 
series, m E {2, ... ,7} and DE {2,m} are denoted by o:/m,D, i = 1, ... ,D. 
These estimates are good for D = 2 and m > 2, even in the cases which are 
not covered by Takens's or Sauer's theorems. For D = m E {3, ... , 7} only 
the estima te of the positive exponent is good, and it is difficult to distinguish 
the true exponents from the spurious ones. · 
Table I I I shows the estimates of the Liapunov exponents provided by 
E.R.A. for a long and a short time series from Henon system. The estimates 
using an orbit of the system are very close to those obtained from the true 
t.angent map even for the short time series, where we have the estimates o:1 = 
0.4351 ancl 0:2 = -1.5684. The results for a time series from the observation 
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of the system are accurate for the long time series, and any m > 2. For the 
short time series, the results are acceptable only for the positive exponent. 
In arder to get a good estimate of the negative one, it is required to increase 
the length of the time series. 
Table IV shows the estimates of the Liapunov exponents far the Ikeda 
system for a long and a short time series. As in the case of the Henon system, 
the results for the vectorial time series are good even for the short time series. 
In the scalar case, the estimates of the two exponents are accurate for the long 
time series and for any m > 2. For the short one, the estimates of the positive 
exponent are good for m E {3, ... , 5}, and those of the negative exponent are 
quite good for m E {4,5,6}. The estimates become poor when m increases 
dne to a scarcity of neigbonring points which forces to increase the radii 
of the balls in order to get the N\I neigbonring points reqnired far the fits. 
Thus, when N is small we should give as estimates of the Liapunov exponents 
those obtained for m = 2d + 1, which is the smallest value gnaranteeing that 
Taken's theorem holds. 
Table\! shows the resnlts far the Lorenz system nsing D = 3 (at the top 
of the table) and D = m (at the bottom of the table) as a fnnction of m. It 
is known (see [3]) that .A1 "' 1.50, A2 = O and A3 "' -22.5. For D = 3 the 
estimates are very good for any m > 5. For D = m E {5, ... , 7} the estimates 
are bad and.it is very difficnlt to determine which shonld be the estimates of 
the trne exponents. 
Table VI shows the values obtained, for the Lorenz system, taking D = 2. 
If the dynamics was defined in a two dimensional submanifold, the estimates 
should remain stabilized near to the true values at least for m > 4. However, 
in this case the estimate of the first Liapunov exponent is almost stabilized 
only for m > 8, and the estímate of the second one requires still higher em-
bedding dimensions. This gives an indication that the dynamics is defined 
in a submanifald of dimension greater than two. Thus, the dimension al-
gorithm, the smoothness test, and the comparison of the estimates of the 
Liapunov exponents for D = 2 and D = 3 allow us to confirm that the di-
mension of the submanifold where the original dynamics is defined is equal 
to three. · 
\\Te show in Table VII and Table VIII the results far scalar time series 
from the Lorenz and Riissler dynamics as a fnnction of the length of the time 
series. lt is known that the Liapnnov exponents of the Riissler dynamics are 
(see [13]) A¡ "' 0.069, >-2 = O and .>-3 "' -4.978. The resnlts far the long time 
series are very good for m > 6 in the Lorenz dynamics, and quite good for 
m > 3 in the Riissler dynamics. For a shorter time series the estimates of the 
largest Liapunov exponent are acceptable only when N 2: 5000 and m 2: 7. 
\\'e present in these tables the resnlts for a length of N = 5000. 
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5 Appendix 
\Ve start giving sorne definitions and notation. \Ve say that a Borel proba-
bility measure µ on /l.f e IRn is o:-exact dimensional if 
lim logµ(B(x, r)) =o: µ-a.e. x E/l.f. 
r!O logr 
Let dim(A) denote the Hansdorff dimension of the set A (see [10]). The 
H ausdorff dimension of the measure µ is 
dim¡.i := inf{dim(A): µ(A)> O}. 
Given f : Al ---> Ji.f, we denote by ON(z) the N first points of the or-
bit of z Efif, ancl by µN the corresponding orbital measure, that is µN := 
-J¡ ¿;t';Q1 Ó¡;(z}- The weak convergence of the seqnence of measures {µN} to a 
measme ¡1 is denoted by µN .."!, µ, and the snpport of a measnre µby spt(µ). 
\Ve denote by µ jA the restriction of the measnre ¡1 to the set A, and by 9#µ 
the measme indnced by ¡1 nnder the mapping g, that is g#µ(A) = µ(g- 1(A)). 
The set of k-climensional linear snbspaces of IRn is clenoted by G(n, k), and 
the ort.hogonal projection of IR" onto TE G(n, k) is denoted by PT. 
Theorem 1 Let fil be a C 1+' d-dimensional submanifold of IR", let f be a 
measu.rab/e dynamics on /l.f, and let ¡1 be an f-invariant, ergodic and o:-exact 
dimensional Borel probability measure on Ji..f with o: > d - l. Let z E fil, 
x¡EON(z), r >O, and X~~r := (v~~) 1 v~~. where V~'.~ is the matrix which 
has as files the coordina tes of the vectors Xj - X¡ with respect to an arbitrarily 
chosen 01·thonormal basis of IR", with the index j ranging in the set N := 
{j : Xj E ON(z) n B(x;, r)}. Let uWr,I ;::: · · · ;::: u}Y,r,n be the eigenvalues of 
v(i) 
.t\. N,r' 
(i) 
\ •a1·(i) ·- u N,r,j J' - 1 n and ¡.,r,r,j .- n (i} , - , ... , , 
I:1=1 U N,r,I 
l. . f 1. log ( L:j=k+I var~<r.j 'l'k := 1111111 1111 1 
rlO N~oo ogr , k=O, ... ,n-1. 
Then the f ollowing imz¡lications hold µ-a.e. z, 
k ;::: d <==? 1'k > o. 
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To prove this theorem we need the next lemma. 
Lemma 1 Let µbe a Borel probability measure on /\1 e IRn. Let x E spt(µ), 
k E {O, 1, ... , n-1} and let Tk,r be the subspace where the minimum, over the 
set G(n, k), of 
Er,x(T) := { (ly - X - PT(Y - x)i2)2 dµ(y), 
Ja(x,r) 
is attained, where PT denotes the orthogonal projection of IRn onto T E 
G(n, k). Let B be an arbitrary orthonormal basis of IRn, and let Xr be the 
matrix with ( i, j) entry given by 
{ (y; - X¡)(yj - x¡) dµ(y), 
Ja(x,r) 
where y¡ - x; is the i-th coordinate of the vector y - x with respect to B. 
Let a,,1 2". · • • 2". a,,n be the eigenvalues of Xri and let Wr,i, i = 1, ... , n be the 
corresponding eigenvectors. Then 
(i) Tk,r = span{w,,¡, .. ., w,,k}. 
(ii} Er,x(Tk,r) = Lf~k+l D"r,j• 
Proof of Lemma l. See the proof given in [4], Theorem 2, for discrete 
measnres. 
Remark 1 Notice that, for k =O, Lemma 1 gives 
Proof of Theorem l. Let TN,k,r be the snbspace in G(n,k) where the 
mininmm of 
is attained (recall that µN is the orbital measme). It is known (see [4] or 
Lemma 1) that 
where wW,r,J• j = 1, .. ., k are the eigenvectors corresponding to the first k 
eigenvalues of XN(i) • 
,r 
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Let X~i) be the matrix of Lemma 1 for the point x; and the measure µ, 
1 t (i) > · > (i) b ti . ' 1 f X(i) d 1 t { (i) (i)} b e ar,l _ • · _ ar
1
n e 18 e1ge11\a \les O r , an e Wr,li ... , \Vr,n e 
the corresponding eigenvectors. Using that A1 is a d-dimensional submani-
fold, oB(x;, r) is an n - 1 dimensional submanifold, and dimµ > d - 1, we 
obtain that µ(oB(x;, r) n A1) = O for enough small r. This fact, toget.her 
with µN -"'> µ for µ-a.e. z EA1, gives µN IB(x;, r) -"'> µ IB(x;, r). Therefore 
limN~oo -kXZ~r = X~i) for µ-a.e. z EA1 and any x;EON(z). Then, by the con-
tinuous dependence of the spectrum of a matrix upon its entries and Lemma 
1 we have 
n n (i) n (i) 
liin "\"' var(i) . = lim "\"' cr N,rd - "\"' crr,j -
N 0 N,r,J N~oo 0 "n (•) 0 'C"'n (i) -~oo j=k+I j=k+I L../=I CTN,r,l j=k+l L..1=1 crr,l 
where Tk,r = span{w~'.L .. ., w~'.k}· Therefore 
log ( Er,x;(Tk,r) ) 
l . , f JB(x- r)(jy-x1!,)
2
d¡1(y) 
/k = nn m " 1 µ-a.e. z E M. rlO ogr 
(i) \\'e prove that k 2 d implies /k > O. 
Let (U, 1) be a chart at x; E 1\1, where U is a neighborhood of x;, and 1 is a 
CI+< diffeomorphism Oll u snch t.hat 1(x;) =o. Since 1 is c 1+< there exist 
constants L and i·o such that 11-1(t) - 1-1(0) - D1-1(0)t12 S L(ltl2)1+e 
holds if !tl2 < ro. Fnrthermore for any constant K, with J( > l!D1(x;)!'2 
there exists an r1 < ~ such that !1(Y) - 1(x;) 12 S J( !Y - x;l 2 holds if 
!Y - xd 2 Sr¡. Let Tx1 (kf) denote the tangent space of A1 at X;. Let r < r 1, 
y E B(x;, r) and t = 1(y). Then 
ly - X¡ - PT,¡(M)(Y - X;)l2 = 
11-1(t) - 1-1(0) -- PT,¡(MJ(1-1(t) - 1-1(0))1
2 
S 
!1-1(t)-1-1(0) - D1-1(0)t! 2 S L(!tl 2)1+• = L(!1(y)-1(x,:)lz)l+• S 
LJ(l+•r• !Y - xd2 , 
where the first inequality holds because D1-1(0)t is a vector in Tx, (A1). 
Thus E,.,x1(Ta,r) S Er,x1(Tx,(A1)) S (LJ(l+<r•)2 ÍB(x¡,r) (!Y - x;!2) 2 dµ(y) for 
r < r1, and therefore /d 2 2c holds. If k 2". d then Er,x,(Tk,r) S Er,x.(Ta,r) 
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so that 'Yk 2". 'Yd 2". 2c. 
(ii) \Ve prove that 'Yk > O implies that k 2". d. 
Assume that k < d. Since 'Yk > O, for any 8 with O < 8 < 'Yk there is an r0 
snch that 
Er,x,(Td,r):::; Er,x,(Tk,r):::; r1•-6 { ( ) (ly- x;i 2) 2 dµ(y) (7) Jn x¡,r 
for r < r 0 . Since µis an a:-exact dimensional measnre, with a:> d - 1, we 
can obtain an analogous resnlt to that given in Theorem 2 of [12}: for any 
r > O, and for µ-a.e. x; E J>.1 there are positive constants C, S and r¡, with 
S < 1 and r1 < r0 , depending on x; and on the chosen atlas of !11, such that 
for any linear map f3 E .C(IRn) 
e ( 1 2 ] 112 llf311 2 :::; r 1+T µ(B(x;, Sr)) k(x.,r) (lf3(y - x;)l 2) dµ(y) (8) 
holds for r < r1• Taking r with O< r < n;6 , f3 = PT&,r - PTk,r in (8), and 
using (7) we obtain 
llPT d,r - PTk,r 112 :::; 
rl~r [µ(B(~¡,Sr)) ÍB(x¡,r) (l(PTd,r - PT.,J(y - X¡)l2)2 dµ(y)r 12 :::; 
e [(E (T )) ! + {E (T ))!] < 2Cr "'2-' -r ( µ(B(x.,r)) ) 1/ 2 rl+T(l1(B(x¡1Sr)))~ r,x¡ k,r r,x¡ d,r - µ(B(x¡,Sr)) 
for r < r 1• This inequality, together with the fact that µ is an exact dimen-
sional measure, give that lim,~o llPT&,r - PT.,,11
2 
=O, which contradicts that 
Tk,,· E G{n, k) with k <d.• 
Remark 2 Let VARK,N,r,j := k I:f~-¡¡1varX<r.j•j=1,. .. , n and 
LNVAR (1) l. . f 1. log ( LJ=l+l VARK,N,r,j) K := un m 1m 1 , l = O, ... , n - l. i·!O N~oo ogr 
Using that 
¿n (i) n Ln (i) min varN r 1· < """" VARK N r 1· < max varN r 1· OSiSJ<-lJ--l+I , ' - ¿_,, ' '' - O<i<J(-1 '' J=l+I - - j=l+l 
and Theorem 1 we have that 
l 2". d {=} LNVAR1<{l) >O 
for any [( E IN and for µ-a.e. z E/11, which also implies YAR1<,N,r,j ~ O, 
f or any j > d, large N, and small r. This gives a theoretical support to the 
a/gol'ithm proposed in section 2. 
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Theorem 2 Let llf be ad-dimensional smooth submanifold of !Rn, let f be 
a Borel measurable dynamics on llf, and let µ be an f-invariant, ergodic and 
o:-exact dimensional measure with o:> d - l. Let z Ell1, X;EON(z), r 0 > O 
and N = {j: x1 E ON(z)nB(x;,ro)}. Let '!'; be the linear subspace where 
the minimum, in G(n,d), of 
is attained. Let SN,r,i be the linear map where the mínimum in S E .C(IRd) 
of 
JEIN ·(S) := - 1- '°"'(jP~ (x·+l - X·+1) - SP~ (x· - x·)/ )2 
,r,t #Q L_; Ti+l J t Tt J t 2 
jEQ 
is attained, where Q := {j EN: P;¡)x1 - x;) E B(O, r) }. Then 
R(K) := lim inf lim log(RN,r(K)) 
r~o N~oo logr 
where 
is defined µ-a.e. z E llf and for any J( E IN. Furthermore 
(i) If f is Holder of exponent t:, then R(K) 2 t:. 
(ii) If f is Lipstchitz then R(K) 2 l. 
(iii) If there is an t: E (O, 1) such that /\1 E ci+•, and f E Cl+'(llf), then 
R(K) 2 1 +t:. 
Proof. It is not difficult to prove that for each X; E /11, there exists a 
ncighborhood Ux, E IRn, and a diffeomorphism 'líx, defined in Ux, such that 
the restriction of 'líx, to Ux, n /lf is given by 'líx,(Y) = Pf.(Y - x;). Thus, 
(Ux11 Wx,) provides a chart at x;. Let ro > O such that B(x;, r0) e Ux" and 
llN,í := 'líx,#(µN IB(x;, To)). Then, 
lEN,r,;(S) = VN,<(~(O,r)) Ía(o,r) (jg;(y) - Sylz)2 dllN,i(Y) 
holds, where 9i := 'líx;+l o fo w;/. lt can be proved that SN,r,i is defined 
for a sufficiently large N (see Lemma 1 and Theorem 2.3 in [11]). Using 
that µN ~ µ, that 'líx, is a diffeomorphism, and dimµ > d - 1, we see 
that {11N,i IB(O, r)} ~ 11¡ IB(O, r) , where 11¡ := 'líx,#(µ jB(x;, ro)). Since g; 
is continnons 
(9) 
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follows from the weak convergence, where 
Let Sr,i be the linear map which minimizes Er,i in L'.(IRd) (the existence and 
uniqueness of Sr,i follows from Lemma 1 in [11]). Using that limN~oo SN,r,i = 
Sr,i (the proof is as that given in Theorem 2.3 of [11]) and (9) we get 
lim ENri(SNri) = Er;(Sr¡). N-too 1 , , 1 , , (10) 
\\Te first prove statement (iii). lf A1 E Ci+• and f E Ci+'(A1) then g; E 
Cl+•(wx.(Ux,)), so that there is a constant L; such that 
(11) 
holds for any y E 'li;(Ux,)· 
Since Sr,i minimizes Er,i, we have that Er,i(Sr,i) ::; Er,;(Dg¡(O)) for any 
i E IN, which together with (10) and (11) gives that 
.l+e K 
-
7 
- '°" L· < Lrl+• J(L'- 1 
t=l 
\Vhere L = max{L;: 1::; i::; K}. Then Jim infr¡olimN~oo Jog(~.:;,~(K))?: l+t:. 
Parts (i) and (ii) are obtained using that Er,i(Sr,i) ::; Er,;(O). • 
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TABLE 1 
SYSTE!'vI EQUATIONS Parameters Values. 
(i) Henon Xk+J - 1-ax% + Yk a= 1.4 
Yk+I - bxk b = 0.3 
(ii) Ikeda Zk - Xk + ÍYk p = 1.0, B=0.9, + B { iw-in} w = 0.4, a:= 6.0 Zk+I - p Zk exp i+l••I' 
dx(t) 
-
-ax(t) + ay(t) O' 
-
16 
(iii) Lorenz d~{t) 
-
-x(t)z(t) + rx(t) - y(t) b - 4 4fu . x(t)y(t) - bz(t) 1' - 45.92 dt -
dx(t) 
- -y(t) - z(t) a 
-
0.2 
(iv) Rossler dtfo 
-
x(t) + ay(t) b - 0.2 lfo 
- b + z(t)(x(t) - e) e - 5.7 dt 
Equations ancl parameter values of the dynamical systems used in this paper. 
Orbits for the continuous time systems are obtained using a fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta method with a integration time step h = 0.001. \Ve use time 
series for a sample time of D.t = 1 for Henon and Ikeda systems, D.t = 0.03 
for the Lorenz system and D.t = 0.12 for the Rossler system. The time series 
from N(O, 1) and U(O, 1) distribut.ions are generated using respectively the 
routines RNNOF and RNUN of the I.M.SL (International Mathematical and 
Statistics Libraries). 
1 
TABLE 2 
HENON 
N = 50000, I< = 5000, NV = max{6, D + 4}, NT = 25 
A/( 1 = 0.4193 
' 
AK,2 = -1.6233 
O'.¡ = 0.4194 ª2 = -1.6107 
m=2 m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 
.,\m,2) 
O'.¡ 0.473 0.424 0.419 0.418 0.419 0.419 
yn,2) 
ª2 -1.530 -1.571 -1.580 -1.566 -1.580 -1.567 
,l»i,mJ 
O'.¡ 0.472 0.768 0.835 0.838 0.868 
,tm1tnJ 
ª2 0.343 0.417 0.420 0.419 0.740 
,.~1n,1n) 
0'.3 -1.642 -1.478 -0.863 -0.009 0.400 
,.\m,m) 
0'.4 -3.420 -1.882 -1.329 -0.461 
a~'n,m} 
-6.004 -2.627 -1.192 
ai{"•m¡ 
-8.217 -1.890 
aim,m) 
-11.802 
Liapunov exponents of the Henon system. At the top of the table appear 
t.he estimates nsing an orbit of the system. The estimates nsing the tangent 
map are AJ(,1, i = 1, 2, and the est.imates using the best linear fits are a¡, 
i = 1, 2. The results obt.ained from a scalar time series using the observable 
h(x, y) = x2 + y2 appear below and they are clenoted by a}m,D>, i = 1, ... , D. 
The bottom table for the exponents a]"""'l, j = 1, ... , m illnstrates the issne 
of the spurious exponents. 
2 
TABLE 3 
HENON 
N = 500000, [( = 15000, NV = 10, NT = 25 
AK,1 = 0.4192 AK,2 = -1.6231 
O:¡ = 0.4191 0:2 = -1. 6223 
m=2 m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 
O:(ni,2) 
1 0.4578 0.4199 0.4185 0.4189 0.4191 0.4157 
(m,2) 
ª2 -1.5900 -1.6046 -1.6142 -1.6223 -1.6244 -1.6259 
N = 1000, [( = 990, NV = 5, NT = 15 
AJ(,1 = 0.4336 AK,2 = -1.6376 
O:¡ = 0.4351 0:2 = -1.5684 
m=2 m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 
.. (1n,2) 
O:¡ 0.6176 0.4429 0.4449 0.4347 0.4145 0.4140 
_{ni,2) 
0:2 -1.0834 -1.4770 -1.4161 -1.3133 -1.1886 -1.0351 
Liapnnov exponents of the Henon system. Resnlts for a long and a short time 
series taking D = 2 as the dimension where the linear fits are performed. In 
t.he sea lar case we are nsing the observable h(x, y) = x2 + y2 • 
3 
TABLE 4 
IKEDA 
N = 500000, [( = 15000, NV = 10, NT = 25 
AK ¡ = 0.5110 
' 
>.1,,2 = -0.7217 
a 1 = 0.5110 a2 = -0.7221 
m=2 m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 
(m,2) 
O'.¡ 1.2843 0.5144 0.5110 0.5112 0.5106 0.5105 
(m,2) 
ª2 -0.6262 -0.7234 -0.7217 -0.7219 -0.7215 -0.7210 
N = 1000, [( = 990, NV = 10, NT = 25 
A[(,I = 0.5078 AK,2 = -0. 7185 
a 1 = 0.4932 ª2 = -0.7749 
m=2 m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 
~¡m,2J 0.7529 0.4984 0.4849 0.4744 0.4455 0.3994 
(m,2) 
ª2 -0.5941 -0.7706 -0.7242 -0.7132 -0.6934 -0.6092 
Lia¡mnov exponents of the Ikeda system. Resnlts for a long and a short 
time series. The scalar time series is obtained using the observable h(x, y) = 
ln(l + x2 + y2). 
4 
TABLE 5 
LORENZ N = 100000, K = 10000, NV = max{6,D + 2}, NT = 25 
O:¡ = 1.495, 0:2 = 0.027, 0:3 = -19.894 
m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 m=8 
O:(m,3¡ 
1 4.294 1.878 1.603 1.526 1.537 1.504 
O:~m,3¡ 
-0.966 -0.184 -0.031 -0.011 -0.032 -0.016 
a:vn13J 
3 -23.730 -23.314 -23.033 -22.750 -22.010 -21.071 
ai1n,rn) 1.515 2.256 3.529 4.406 4.579 
a·i1n,1111 0.024 1.057 1.478 1.553 1.712 
Q:~n1,n1} 
-6.458 -0.294 0.186 1.124 1.298 
0:~1n1 tnJ 
-22.727 -5.799 -0.932 -0.124 0.013 
(rn,n1) 
Ü'5 -28.803 -10.250 -3.230 -1.242 
(tn,n1) 
ªª 
-39.894 -18.494 -8.155 
(rn,111) 
0:7 -66.339 -22.025 
(m,m) lls -99.154 
Lin¡mnov exponents. of the Lorenz dynamics. The scnlar time series is ob-
tainecl nsing the observable h(x, y, z) = z. Study of the clepenclence of the 
est.imates 011 m ancl D. 
5 
TABLE6 
LORENZ , u;= y; 
N = 100000, J( = 10000, NV = 6, NT = 25 
m=2 m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 m=8 
avn,2) 
1 25.3697 7.0058 4.7285 2.7706 2.2330 1.8587 1.6733 
O'.~m,2) 
-5.1752 -5.3109 -3.4121 -1.9610 -1.2353 -0.7798 -0.4810 
m=9 m= 10 m=ll m= 12 m= 13 m= 14 m= 15 
O'.\m,2¡ 
1 1.5757 1.5968 1.5457 1.5074 1.4688 1.5490 1.4770 
O'.~m,2¡ 
-0.3888 -0.3486 -0.2178 -0.1691 -0.1099 -0.1959 -0.1041 
Results for a scalar time series from the Lorenz system taking D = 2 as the 
dimension where the linear fits are performed. 
6 
TABLE7 
LORENZ 
N = 500000, [( = 10000, NV = 10, NT = 25 
O:f(,N,1 = 1.4979, O:J(,N 2 = 0.0158, 0:1(,N,3 = -20.0226 
m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 m=8 
O:lm,3) 3.7285 1.5453 1.5121 1.5233 1.5117 1.5010 
.. \m,3) 
0:2 -0.6885 -0.0604 0.0013 -0.0192 -0.0094 0.0012 
(m,3) 
Ct3 -25.3491 -25.5362 -24.6822 -23.8908 -22.6678 -22.4483 
N = 5000, [( = 4990, NV = 6, NT = 15 
Ctf(,N,1 = 1.4804, 0:1(,N,2 = 0.0396, O:J(,N,3 = -22.2711 
m=3 m.=4 m.=5 m=6 m=7 m.=8 m.=9 
a:l1n,3J 4.875 3.676 2.748 2.0412 1.729 1.582 1.506 
O:~m,3) 
-1.609 -1.362 -0.885 -0.426 -0.204 -0.179 -0.004 
O:~m,3) 
-22.233 -21.985 -20.378 -19.648 -18.293 -17.798 -17.001 
Liap1mov exponents for the Lorenz system. The scalar time series is obtained 
using the observable h(x,y, z) =y. The top table shows the results for a long 
time series taking D = 3. The bottom table shows the results for N = 5000 
whirh is the shortest lenght giving adcleqnate estimates of the positive expo-
ncnt. 
7 
TABLES 
ROSSLER 
N = 500000, J( = 25000, NV = 10, NT = 25 
CtJ<,N,1 = 0.0761, CtJ<,N,2 = -0.0010, CtJ<,N,3 = -5.7165 
m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 m=8 
,(m,o¡ 
ª1 0.0831 0.0731 0.0649 0.0686 0.0660 0.0680 
.. \m,o¡ 
ª2 0.0014 -0.0111 -0.0126 -0.0036 0.0111 0.0003 
a~m,o¡ 
-4.5435 -4.8756 -5.1958 -5.2634 -5.2570 -5.0962 
N = 5000, J( = 4990, NV = 6, NT = 15 
Ctl(,N,1 = 0.0646, CtJ<,N,2 = 0.0045, Ctl(,N,3 = -0. 7920 
m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 m=8 m=9 
a\m,3) 0.2419 0.1616 0.1230 0.109 0.009 0.079 0.077 
.\m,3¡ 
ª2 0.0196 -0.0125 -0.0060 -0.0001 -0.007 -0.009 -0.009 
,\m,3¡ 
U3 -16.192 -2.6366 -2.7545 -2.332 -2.367 -2.162 -1.999 
Liapunov exponents of the Rossler system. The scalar time series is obtained 
using the observable h(x, y, z) = x +y+ z. At the top of the table appear 
the results for a long time series. At the bottom appear the results using a 
lenght N = 5000. 
TABLE9 
IHENON, J( = 1000, h(x,y) =xi 
N Za N\f ,\ \6,2¡ 1 ,\~6,2) 
50000 o 6 0.422 -1.604 
100000 o 6 0.338 -3.911 
250000 o 6 0.329 -4.223 
250000 0.001 73 0.424 -1.669 
250000 0.0001 41 0.423 -1.663 
250000 0.00001 27 0.423 -1.633 
Lipaunov exponents of the Henon system. Results for a long scalar time 
series recorded with only seven digits of precision. \Vhen Z 8 > O, N\f is the 
average number of neigbouring points used in performing the linear fits. 
8 
m=lO 
0.067 
0.004 
-1.820 
• F IG l. Resnlts of the dimension algorithm for a time series of Ikeda 
system with the observable h(x, y) = ln(l +x2+y2). Entry parameters 
values N = 50000, Tmax = 0.05, ffimax = 10 and [{ = 2500. 
(a) VARK,N,m,r,ji m = 2, ... , 10; j = 1, ... , m. 
(b) VARK,N,m,ri.3i m = 3, ... , 10. 
• F IG 2. Resnlts of the dimension algorithm for time series from an Uni-
form in the interval [O, 1] distribution. Entry parameters N = 50000, 
ffimax = 10, Tmax = 0.1, and [( = 1000. 
• FIG 3. Resnlts of the dimension algorithm for a short lenght time 
series from Henon system with the observable h( x, y) = x2 + y2 • Entry 
parameters N = 5000, Tmax = 0.2, ffimax = 10 and [( = 2500. 
(a) VARK,N,m,r,ji m = 2, ... , 10; j = 1, ... , m. 
(b) VARK,N,m,r,3i m = 3, ... , 10. 
• F I G 4. Resnlts of the dimension algorithm for the Lorenz dynamics 
obtained from an orbit of the system (a), and scalar time series using 
the observable h(x, y, z) =y in (b) to (e). Entry parameters for figures 
(a) to (e) : N = 50000, Tmax = 0.05, mmax = 10 and [( = 2500. In 
(d) the entty parameters are N = 500000, rrnin = 0.0025, rmax = 0.03, 
[( = 2500 and Nrnin = 25. Tite averages are made with 129 data points 
from the [( = 2500 avalaible points. 
(a) VARK,N,1·,ji j = 1, ... , 3. 
(b) VARI<,N,m,r,ji m = 2, ... , 10; j = 1, ... , m. 
(e) VARK,N,m,r,3i m = 3, ... , 10. 
(d) LNVAR1<,N,m,r(3), m = 7, ... , 10. 
• F I G 5. Resnlts of tite dimension algorithms for the R.Ossler dynamics 
obtained from an orbit of the system (a), and scalar time series using 
the observable h( x, y, z) = z in ( b) to (e). Entty parameters for figures 
(a) to (e) : N = 50000, Tmax = 0.05, mmax = 10 and [( = 2500. In (d) 
tite entry parameters are N = 500000, Tmin = 0.00175, Tmax = 0.05, 
[( = 2500 and Nmin = 35. Tite averages are made witlt 160 data points 
from tite [( = 2500 avalaible points. 
(a) VARK,N,r,ji j = 1, ... , 3. 
1 
(b) VARI<,N,m,r,jÍ m = 2, ... , 10¡ j = 1, ... , m. 
(e) VAR1(,N,m,r,3i m = 3, ... , 10. 
(d) LNVARK,N,m,r(3), m = 7, ... , 10. 
• F I G 6. Resnlts of the smoothness parameter for the Lorenz dynamics 
nsing an orbit of the dynamics (a) and a scalar time series with the 
observable h(x, y, z) =y in (b) to (e). Eutry parameters a exceptiou of 
the (d) figure: N = 50000, rmax = 0.05, NT = 25 and J( = 1000. 
(a) Results from an orbit of the dynamics. 
(b) Resnlts for a scalar time series for m E {3, 4, 5, 6} aud d = 3. 
(e) Results for a scalar time series for m E {7,8} and d = 3. 
( d) Results for a short length scalar time series. Entry parame-
ters: N = 1000, 1'max = 0.2, NT = 15, J( = 900, m E {7, 8} 
aud d = 3. 
(e) Results for a scalar time series for m = d = l. 
(f) Resnlts for a scalar time series for m = 7 and d E {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 
• F IG 6. Resnlts of the smoothness parameter for an orbit anda scalar 
time series from the Henon map using the observable h(x, y) = x2 +y2 • 
Entry parameters: N = 50000, l'max = 0.05, NT = 25 and J( = 1000. 
(a) Results from an orbit. 
(b) Resnlts for a scalar time series for m E {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and 
d=2. 
• Fig. 7. Results of the smootlmess parameter for a scalar time series 
of points from the N(O, 1) distribntion for m = d E {1, 2, 3}. Eutry 
parameters N = 50000, rmax = 0.05, NT = 25 and J( = 1000. 
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